
The Law of Sines and Cosines #2

Find the missing part:

1. Find measure of angle B
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3. Find the length of AC
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4. Draw the two possible triangles given these
conditions, and find the measure of angle B in
each one
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5. Blake walks for 4 miles on a heading of S 40" E. Then he walks 7 miles on a heading of S 75' W
Find the direct distance that he is from where he started. Give the heading he would have to take in
order to return f rom point D to point A,
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6. A boat race started going directly west from starling point A. Give the headings needed from C to
B and then from B back to A.
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7. A boat is traveling 56 miles per hour towards the west as a wind is blowing 24 miles per hour
towards the so-qtheast. Find the exact speed the boat is traveling and the heading it is using.
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8. The law of sines can be applied to the cases of A5A , AA9 , and 3e*
while the law of cosines can be applied to the cases of A9 ana 3% --
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1 1. Sydney typed the following into her calculator: sin t (%o)

She received a message the said: "Non real calculation...To allow complex calculations, clrange the
real or complex mode setting to RECTANGULAR or POLAR."

Explain why she received this message from her Nspire A\^M

12. Given the following triangle, find the area of the triangle in three ways

i) with b as the base ' )--C.' i- ' si q 'b

ii) with c as the base -- j , ' , \- st't L

Can you come with a rule that will work for ANY base?
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